Advertisers Ultimate
Guide to Dating Traffic

Looking for conversions for your Dating
offer? This Guide is packed with lots of useful
information and tips to help you ‘hook up’
with different traffic sources, ad formats,
optimisation tips and creative ideas. It will
help you meet the right end users and build a
beautiful and profitable relationship.
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• Connecting with others is a basic human need, from friendship
to a romantic hook up, to finding true love.
• The online dating market caters for every possible human
interest and hobby, from sports to music, sexual persuasion to
age groups, ethnicity to religion, there is a dating site for every
possible genre.

Why is
Dating
BIG
BUSINESS?

• Global and National dating sites generally always have localised
dating too to allow users to find someone in their local area so
that they can meet physically for a date.
• People looking for dates use online dating platform filters to
find someone who has the same interests as them along with
physical attributes that attract them.
• COVID’s virtual dating explosion: Due to lockdowns globally,
virtual dating, along with video chat apps have grown to be
incredibly popular tools to virtually connect with others. As COVID
continues into 2021, virtual dating will continue to be strong.
Monetising Dating offers is big business, not just for dating
product owners but also for affiliates generating dating
leads. According to Statista, in 2021 Revenue in the Online
Dating segment is projected to reach US$3,241m. Revenue
is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 20212024) of 9.3%, resulting in a projected market volume of
US$4,230m by 2024. User penetration will be 4.9% in 2021
and is expected to hit 5.7% by 2024. The average revenue
per user (ARPU) is expected to amount to US$8.76. The
largest market is the United States with US$674m expected
revenue in 2021.

Types of Dating Offers
There are three main types of dating offers to promote:
Mainstream, Casual and Adult.
Dating sites include traditional dating sites like eHarmony and
Match to very niche focussed sites such as USMilitary Dating,
Christian Mingle, Country Match (for lovers of Country music), sites
for married daters, cougars, cubs and every sort of niche out there.
Dating advice is also a growing business offering subscription
tutorials and downloadable ebooks for end users.

Payout types

Revshare

SOI - Single opt in

• For this payment model you will not get paid for SOI or DOI
registrations, you have to wait until those leads convert into
paying members

• Easiest conversion flow, a user signs up to the offer
entering their email address

• Higher payout between 40%-80% of the monthly fee that
they are paying

• The dating program will check email validity, for example you
won’t receive a payout for an email sign up like 2zx4@gosm.com

• If you are promoting a good site with great user
engagement, members will continue to pay the monthly fee,
adding to your income

• Payout is generally low, but it’s a simple flow so it’s easier
to build scale
• Easy to test different offers and requires a lower initial
testing budget
• Great for newbies
DOI - Double opt in
• Requires email sign up to the offer, the end user waits for
a confirmation email with a verification link, end user clicks to
confirm email address
• Can also require end user to log in to the site, create a
profile, upload a photo, etc, so check with the dating product
owner first
• Conversion rates are lower as more actions are needed
from the end user

• This model requires a lot of investment in time and optimisation
and is recommended for experienced media buyers
Pay Per Sale
• Similar to Revshare only you don’t receive a % share, you get
a flat rate payment per membership you sell
• Dating product owners know the metrics for the average
lifetime value of a user and that is how they calculate the
payout rate, it can depend on the GEO and site, but payouts
are generally between $30 to $150
• PPS is easier than revshare as revshare is a complicated flow
Once you have found the dating offer that you want to promote,
next you need to convert the offer using the right traffic source.

ExoClick’s
Traffic
Sources
Selecting the right traffic source is crucial for your dating offer, it’s really important to distinguish between casual dating,
adult dating or mainstream dating. For casual/adult dating it’s
better to use traffic sources from the Adult category and for
mainstream dating, it’s better to use traffic sources from the
Entertainment category.

ExoClick offers 3 traffic sources:
• Email Clicks
• Members Area
• Free content sites

#1 Email Clicks
GEOs by volumes
Volumes are 400k daily clicks (some are exclusive traffic
sources to ExoClick) with the majority coming from English
speaking GEOs (81%): US, UK, CA, AU and tier 1 EU.

Email marketing can be a highly effective way of reaching
end users. ExoClick’s publishers send an email campaign to
dating site users inboxes generating high value email clicks.
These are email opted-in dating site users who are currently
using or have been active users of dating websites. The
email they receive is a template that features a subject line, a
short text and a call to action (advertiser link) that directs the
user to your offer’s landing page or sign up form. This traffic
source converts well for casual, adult and mainstream dating.
Bidding is CPC.

Devices by volumes

Global Conversion Rates
Your target end users are checking their emails on mobile
and tablet while commuting, out shopping, watching TV at
home, etc. Desktop opens are more likely during working
hours when end users are using their laptops. Our Business
Intelligence team looked at Global average Conversion Rates
for each device on our network.

Global device Conversion Rates

Targeting
Part of a great Email marketing campaign is the ability to
apply deep targeting to your campaigns and analyse the data
to help you make the right decisions to maximize your ROI.
All ExoClick’s targeting features are available for Email Clicks:
Language, GEO, Region, Device, OS, Browser, Mobile Carrier,
Day-parting, etc.

TIP! Use Day-parting to target mobile devices from early
morning and early evening when users are commuting and relaxing at home. Use carrier billing offers to make it easy for end
users to sign up to your dating product from a mobile device.

As you can see from the average Conversion
Rate data, with the right targeting, clickable
creatives and a compelling dating offer,
Email Clicks can be a very high performance
marketing tool!
- Inés Lagos, Email Team Leader at ExoClick

5 steps to a successful Email Clicks campaign .

Email users are a quality audience in
marketing terms. They come already prepared
to join your dating site with the possibility of
buying a subscription. They have read about
the product, and they want to try it out. That’s
why normally the shorter the funnel, the better
is the ROI of your campaigns.
Segmentation is important as it is with other
channels. Even though email traffic comes from
a number of bigger sources, the acquisition
funnel matters. Always break down a source by
a SubID as some segments may not work as
well for your products as the others.
- Lisa from

Step 1: Use SubIDs
Add the {tags} token to your URLs to receive the SubID
information. Each SubID is related to one source’s database,
and there are different SubIDs for each ad zone. By doing
this you will optimise your campaign to find the best traffic
from each zone.
Here is an example of what your url should contain:
http://mylanding.com?s1={zone_id}&SubID={tags}
Once you have collected some SubIDs, you have 2 options:
Blacklist poorly performing ones and Whitelist good performing
ones from the Keywords section within Campaign Settings.

Step 2: Use Email passing
Email passing allows you to use Auto Fill for your offer. For example, once an end user is on your landing page and decides
to sign up, auto fill will automatically fill in their email on the
sign up form. Auto fill creates an easier flow for the end user
which could increase the Conversion Rate for your dating offer!

Step 3: Use Frequency Capping
Frequency Capping is the amount of times you want your
Email Clicks to be shown to a single end user. Here are three
techniques you can test:
• Test a RON campaign: Target all zones, set frequency capping
at 1/24h (one view a day). You can test with either SmartCPC, but
don’t set too low a bid or you won’t receive any traffic, or use a
fixed CPC if you want to only pay a specific price for traffic
• Test your WhiteList: Create campaigns targeting several good
performing zones with a fixed CPC, but aim for a high setting to
be competitive with your bids. Use a frequency capping of 1/12h
• Scale up: Once you have profitable campaigns that are
already optimised and with a good pricing model that allows
you to scale up, experiment with increasing the frequency
capping on each zone to win more volumes. Remember to
always keep an eye on the performance to find the sweet spot
Step 4: Fast track your campaign results targeting
BIG volumes
Tap into ExoClick’s large daily volumes of Tier1 English speaking
GEOs. Bigger volumes means you can test with lower bid prices
to collect large amounts of data allowing you to optimise at an
earlier stage to get a profitable campaign in a shorter timeline.

Step 5: A/B test different flows
Try different flows after the end user has clicked on your
Email Click’s CTA:
• Prelander plus Sign up page versus no Prelander directly to
Sign up page
• Prelander plus Sign up page versus Landing page containing
testimonials from other users (good for mainstream dating)
• Direct CTA e.g. “Let’s meet now!” (good for casual and adult
dating) versus a softer CTA e.g. “Find your ideal girlfriend!”
(good for mainstream dating)

TIP! Use Smart CPC rather than a fixed CPC bid, in order
to compete for each zone and ensure that you’re getting the
best quality traffic possible according to your budget. We
suggest that you use a high Smart CPC and let the system
adapt the CPC according to the zone prices.

#2 Members Area
• Members Area traffic is perfectly targeted for dating offers
because your ads are placed inside the Members Area webpages
of dating sites. These are opted-in dating site users who are
currently active users of dating websites
• Ad formats include: Banners, Popunders, Push Notifications,
Menu Tabs and Back Button Offers
• Within each Members Area, there are limited ad zones so your
ad can benefit from increased engagement and more exposure,
and higher CTRs compared to a free content site
• Converts well for casual, adult and mainstream dating
• “Let’s go Exclusive”: ExoClick has massive volumes of Members
Area traffic, some are exclusive traffic sources from global dating
networks like REBLL

GEOs

Members Area User profile

90% of ExoClick’s Members Area traffic consists of dating
sites. 67% are English speaking countries, with the remaining
traffic from tier 1 European countries.

Members Area traffic is highly valuable because the users
have a higher purchasing power. Each user is verified
meaning each member has signed up to dating websites by
giving and verifying their email address and have created a
dating profile that includes information such as gender, age,
sexual preferences, location and lifestyle interests.
Each Members Area site is a large active community of
members who visit the site on a regular basis, sometimes
daily, to interact with other members on the site.
There are two types of users:

Devices
Mobile is growing as the number one device for Members
Area users to access dating sites, in 2020 it accounted for
74.2% of impressions served.

• Paid member: Has full access to the site and has used their
credit card to pay for a monthly subscription/bought tokens.
These users are happy to make online purchases
• Freemium member: Has not paid for access, but has created
a profile and has some features blocked that are only available
to paid members

Comparing Members Area users with Free Content site users,
dating site members have shared specific user information and
are highly engaged on the dating sites that they are members of:

Action

What offers to target at Members Area users?
Dating offers, this is the best targeted vertical going directly to
engaged dating site users. When it’s allowed by the publisher,
Dating is the best targeted vertical. Additional verticals are:

Free content MA
User
site User

User signs up to the site
• Provides email adress
• User intends to return to site

VoD

Games

Nutra

Casino

User provides information to site
• Age
• Gender
• Sexual preferences
• Basic interests
Site knows user behaviour
• Active hours
• Spending behaviour
User engagement

Low

High

eCommerce

LiveCams

Tutorials

Members Area specific ad formats
Premium Direct Links: Menu tabs & Back Button Offers
• Bidding is CPC
• The Direct Link is a powerful and highly flexible ad format. Think
of it as a click that goes ‘directly’ to your offer’s landing page
• Direct Links are strategically placed ad zones of Menu Tabs or
in the form of Back Button Offers
Premium quality network Menu Tabs
• All our Menu Tabs are ad zones that are displayed in prime
position, hand selected and verified by ExoClick account
managers to ensure they are of high quality
• They appear within the menu section of a publisher’s
website. In the example below the Activity, Search and Chat
tabs are tools to help an end user navigate the content of the
website. The next three tabs: Dating, Live Cams and Games
are really Direct Link ad zones

So clicking on Dating will take the user to another Dating offer,
Live Cams will take the user to an advertisers Cam offer landing page and the Games tab to an online Game offer. Therefore Menu Tabs become a part of the user experience and it
is contextually targeted to the vertical you are offering. Making
our network Menu Tabs powerful tools for premium traffic.

• Buying Menu Tabs - All Tabs on our network are now
labelled with a contextual vertical to allow only one product
category to match the Tab’s labelled text to an advertiser’s
offer, for example Tab Dating only allows dating advertising
offers. This way advertisers can create bidding campaigns
on Tabs and can be assured that they will receive traffic only
from Tabs matching their product category. In your admin
panel under marketplace select:
Ad Format > Direct Link and Ad Placement > Tab (Vertical).
In the following example we have selected Tab Dating.

Our platform offers the following different Tab selections:

Tab Dating

Tab eCommerce

Tab Gaming

Tab Livecams

Back Button Offers (BBO)
As the name suggests, the end user hits the Back Button
on the publisher’s site which opens the advertisers landing
page. In the example below if the user hits the back button
(highlighted in red), he will be taken to an advertisers page.

Tab Nutra

Traffic is 50% English speaking (USA, Canada, UK, Australia)
and a mix of Tier 1 and European GEOs. Menu Tabs are
available for bidding on CPC or on flat/monthly deals.
TIP! To test out which Menu Tab ad zones work best for
your offer, try testing first using Smart CPC with ExoClick’s
Bidder, once you have found ad zones that are working you
can then scale up by buying flat/monthly deals for those ad
zones. Flat/monthly deals open up more options to improve
performance. Please contact your ExoClick account manager
or Client Care Specialist for info.

The BBOs are strategically placed within the user flow, for
example, after looking at a dating profile, by clicking the
back button to go back to the profile list, this triggers the
advertisers landing page, or when the user leaves the dating
site, clicking on the back button again triggers the BBO taking
the user to the advertiser landing page. Different members
area sites offer different triggers for back button offers.
Because the user is taken directly to an advertisers landing
page, you don’t need to create banner ads or other creatives
to tempt the user to go to your landing page. Think of your
landing page as a large ad format allowing you to add texts,
images and videos to help you convert the user. BBOs are
also available on CPC.

TIP! Test using Smart CPC bidding. We recommend that
advertisers create worldwide RON campaigns, but remember
that each site has a slightly different flow for BBO’s based
on where the BBO clicks are placed. Contact your account
manager to get more information about each publisher site’s
BBO flow and placements.

Members Area Global CTRs for the Dating vertical:

Push Notifications

Other Members Area ad formats
Banners: Members Area have limited banner ad spots, which
means that the end user isn’t bombarded with ads during
their user experience on the dating site. This ensures that
your banner ad so your ad will really stand out as there is
less competition for eyeballs on your ad.
Banners have a higher CTR on Members Area sites compared
to Free Content sites which also varies depending on the
position of the ad on desktop and mobile. Our Business
Intelligence team looked at the differences:
Desktop

Mobile
x 1.5 higher
x 2.6

Above the Fold
x5

Desktop

Mobile

0.62%

0.52%

The fruitful long-term partnership between
ExoClick’s technology and dedication and
Traffic Mansion, gives advertisers unique access
to our Members Area and email traffic. Our
dating sites are among the highest converting
traffic sources in the market due to extremely
engaged users with high purchasing power,
mainly from Tier 1 countries.
- Lidija Krickovic from

Below the Fold
x 1.9 higher

Push Notifications: Members Area dating site users have
opted in to receive advertising offers from a dating site’s
Push messages, making this a high quality traffic source.

#3 Free Content Sites
Free content sites are some of the most popular on the internet
with huge volumes of traffic. ExoClick has traffic from tubes,
gallery sites and manga/anime/hentai sites. Manga features
illustrated cartoon stories, Anime features animated video
cartoon stories and Hentai features are illustrated cartoon
stories for +18 users. This audience gives you a much wider
reach for your dating offer. It consists of two subcategories:
RON: Run of Network free content sites and Premium: Free
content sites with very high quality traffic, they are account
managed with verified ad placements, therefore these ad
zones that are more expensive to bid on than RON sites.
Ad formats: Banners, Fullpage Interstitial, Instant Message,
Push Notifications, Native and Video.
This traffic source converts well for casual & adult dating offers
by selecting the Adult category and mainstream dating offers
using the Entertainment category such as Manga & Anime sites.

Reach younger, mainstream daters with ExoClick’s
Manga, Anime and Hentai sites
Manga, Anime and Hentai free content is super popular
with a younger 18-35 year old audience. Targeting younger
Millennials and older Generation Zeders should be part
of your marketing mix whatever your offer. This target
market loves games, entertainment and of course dating.
These websites are a great way to target these younger
users with Dating offers.
Check out some popular sites like Mangadig,
Mangakakalot & Mangahub.
Dating offer ads on ExoClick’s Manga, Anime and Hentai
publisher sites get a global average CTR 0.7%. Mobile is better
to target as there are bigger volumes (they are young!) and
if we look at the CTR rate on mobile it’s higher than desktop:

Dating

Desktop

Mobile

0.07%

0.1%

Test out this traffic for your dating offers using Fullpage
Interstitial, Banners, Popunders, Native, Outstream, Video
Slider, and for Anime sites: In-stream.

TIP! Younger daters are used to apps like TikTok, Instagram,
etc, so use similar styles in the creative for your ads such as popular
filter types and effects, the same brand colours (not the logos, that is
copyright infringement) and fonts for your texts.
TIP! Use lots of emojis and abbreviated expressions such as LOL,
you need to talk to them in the same language so write copy in the
same way that they communicate.
TIP! Adapt your marketing creativities to cartoon style, the more
time and effort you invest in marketing materials, the better the results
in the long term, especially for a niche category such as Cartoons/
Hentai. For example, use animated banners in a cartoon style.
TIP! Short video content is super popular with this audience so
test out video creatives. Try a video banner on a Fullpage Interstitial
on mobile, it will show in portrait mode just like how they expect to
see a TikTok video, or try Outstream video or Video Slider which are
triggered in both portrait and landscape.
TIP! Manga sites have separate pages for the different story
categories such as Comedy, Sci-Fi, Romance, etc. ExoClick also offers
keyword targeting so you can target pages about Romance.
TIP! Use Manga & Hentai oriented vocabulary such as Otaku,
which is a Manga super fan, so use texts such as “The dating site where
Otakus meet.” or “Where Otaku boys meet Otaku girls.” Or for Hentai
use the word Ecchi which means sexy.
TIP! Test to gather performance data, e.g. Prelander vs Landing
Page, Manga style cartoon themed creatives versus real people photo
creatives, etc.

Free Content Sites: Best ad formats
Fullpage Interstitial - Very high CTR!
Fullpage Global CTRs for Dating
Desktop

This large fullpage format ad displays on desktop and tablet
horizontally and on mobile vertically, and it’s a rich media
ad format so you can use a static image or video. The ad is
triggered in between a page load and shown to the end user.
Bidding is CPM and CPC.
TIP! MP4 video banner creatives allow you to show more
about your offer compared to a static image, but a picture
can also say 1,000 words, so test between static images and
video images to see which is working better for you. Mobile
users are used to seeing fullpage selfies by dating site users to
swipe through and to also watch videos vertically, this makes
the Mobile Fullpage Interstitial a great format for dating offers
targeting mobile users.

Mobile

Static

MP4

Static

MP4

2.1%

3%

5.49%

5.59%

TIP! Recover a lost Chrome audience, Chrome blocks
some Popunders, so the FPI is a great alternative to the
Popunder. This is one of the reasons that more and more
publishers are using FPI ad zones instead. This Chrome
audience is a highly valuable traffic source for a large range of
offers and the FPI is the only way to reach this audience.
TIP! Still test out the Popunder ad format, it’s full
screen also making it a compelling format to advertise your
offer. Bidding is CPM and is available for RON/Premium and
Members Area traffic.
Other display ad formats Global CTRs for Dating
Desktop

Mobile

Banners

0.14%

0.21%

Instant Message

0.31%

0.55%

Native - Large volumes, low prices, many platform tools

TIP! Because Native CPM bids are low, Native is perfect for
test campaigns, or why not run a Native campaign in tandem
with a video ad campaign, use them to retarget a user who has
clicked on a campaign you are running with another ad format.
Creative for clicks

Native advertising is an ad that looks exactly like the editorial
content of a website. The thumbnail appears like it is a video,
article or editorial. It consists of an image, a short title and a
short description. Bidding is CPM and CPC.
Native Global CTRs for Dating

You can get really creative because getting a higher CTR for
Native ads is all about psychology in order to create meaningful
engagement for the user with your ad creative. Remember
Native is like editorial content so make an end user want to
click on your story (ad) by using images that visually support
your title and description. Here are some clickbaity attention
grabbing ad creative ideas you could try:
• Make it a question
“Guess how many singles are looking in your area right now?”
“How can you find a date tonight?”

Desktop

Mobile

0.4%

0.39%

TIP! Take advantage of large volumes! With RON set a
low bid because volumes are high, prices are low and you will
be able to achieve conversions. Set up separate campaigns for
more expensive Premium traffic, then compare the results.

“Why do blondes have more fun on a first date?”
“Are you single? Find out who wants to meet you!”
• Use facts and statistics
“50% of men fail on a first date because they don’t know these secrets”
“9 out of 10 women like flirting, check out our flirting techniques”
“7 things you should know about women”
“45% of the women in your neighbourhood are single”

• Offer life hacks
“10 tips you need to know to ask a girl out”
“How to get the girlfriend of your dreams”
“Epic dating fails to avoid”
“How I manage to meet a different girl every night”
Landing page conversions
For better conversions with Native use your Landing Page as
a tool to educate the user about the product, offer or service
which should be in the form of an article or tutorial with
the CTA right at the bottom of the LP. Here are a couple of
examples:
• For the ad text: ““How can you find a date tonight?” Show
testimonials or short interviews from the dating site’s users
who have had great success on the site. Then hit them with a
Join and meet someone now CTA
• For the ad text “50% of men fail on a first date because they
don’t know these secrets.” Show some tips from women on
what impresses them about what a guy does on a first date.
You could use written interviews and photos or actual short
video interviews for deeper engagement. Use the CTA Test out
these tips now that will lead to your offer

Extra Platform Tools
In your Admin Panel, there are some additional tools to use
with Native:
Dynamic keyword insertion: Dynamically change your texts
within your Native ad campaigns. This is a really useful feature,
particularly for GEO targeting and can really help increase
conversions. There are options to automatically translate the
texts into a selection of different languages, here we chose
Spanish. The following tokens are available:
{country_name} The localized country name of the visitor.
E.g. España
{region} The localized region name of the visitor.
E.g. Cataluña
{city} The localized city name of the visitor. E.g. Barcelona
{language_name} The localised language of the visitor.
E.g. Español
{day} The localised day that the visitor is visiting the site on.
E.g. Lunes, Martes, Miércoles
{operating_system} The operating system of the visitor.
E.g. Windows 10
{device} The device that the visitor is using. E.g. iPhone
{carrier} The carrier that the visitor is using to access the site.
E.g. Vodafone
{browser} The browser that the visitor is using.

Here is an example: “Use your {device} to meet singles in
{city} now.” When it comes to dating offers, this is much
better than using the term “in your area”. Both your CTR and
conversion ratio will increase.

Keyword insertion language distribution: This automatically
translates the keyword insertion token into the following
languages: English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Japanese and Chinese from a drop down menu.
TIP! CPC or CPM? When setting up your Native dating
campaign, use the CPC bidding model and the Bidder to start
with, in order to get RON traffic from across the whole network
and CPC is cheaper than Smart CPM to run a test campaign
because you only pay for clicks. Over the course of a week or
so, the Bidder will automatically identify good converting ad
zones for you. Once you have a whitelist of good converting ad
zones, you can reduce your costs by switching to Smart CPM
and only targeting your whitelist ad zones.
TIP! Read our Ultimate Guide To Native Advertising
for lots of creative and optimisation tips.

Video Ads - The best opportunity to showcase your offer
Video ads are becoming more and more essential in online
advertising and have a high CTR. Due to the influence of short
video format entertainment with the explosion of apps like
TikTok people prefer a video explainer for a product offering
because they can passively watch it, video formats give you
an opportunity to really entertain an end user and make a
connection with them. Clicking or tapping on a video ad takes
the end user to an advertiser landing page. ExoClick offers 3
different video formats:

Video Global CTRs for Dating offers
Desktop

Mobile

5%

5.78%

Slider

1.17%

1.63%

Outstream

0.60%

0.92%

In-Stream

In-stream: Automatically plays when a user clicks
on video content. Customizable with clickable
CTAs. Features a Skip ad button, allowing the end
user to close the ad after 5 seconds.
Outstream: Triggered wherever the publisher
has placed the ad zone on their site, to become
part of the user journey. Think of this format as
a display ad that is video. Automatically plays on
mute unless the user unmutes the ad.
Video Slider: Video format that slides in from
the bottom right of a web page once a website’s
page has loaded and it is very eye-catching.
Features a Close ad button.

Video advertising content tips for Dating
Creating video content doesn’t have to be complicated, you can
easily shoot on a decent quality smartphone, shoot outside so you
don’t have to use specialised lighting. The key here is to make the
video ad look real, so an amateur style is quite acceptable.
• Show some users: Create mini video interviews with 3 or 4 singles.
You could ask each single the same one question such as “Why should
I date you?” let each one answer then ask the viewer, “Which one would
you choose?” with the CTA leading to your sign up page.
• Testimonial: Show an interview with a user testimonial
• Tell a story: Show how a couple met using your dating offer, or the
couple on a date after using your product
• Product demo: Show how the dating product works and what kind of
profiles a user can expect to see if they join
• Make it entertaining: Create a humorous video, this will help you
connect emotionally with the end user
• Educational: Give some quick tips for a first date, or chat up lines, etc
• Localize it: If you are targeting a specific country or region include a
flag, or famous images of the region/city for familiarity
• Sound advice: Keep in mind that your video ad should be able to
connect with the viewer without the aid of sound. Many people browse
in silent mode and Outstream Video automatically plays on mute. So
incorporate subtitles and call to action texts into your video creative to
get your message across
• Copyright: Make sure you own the copyright or you are officially
authorized to use all the content featured in the video

TIP! Create separate campaigns for each video ad
format and device because key metrics and performance
between In-Stream, Slider and Outstream formats are
completely different and View Ratio, CTR, eCPC and eCPM
vary a lot between Mobile and Desktop devices. It is very
important to test your video campaigns for at least a week,
you need this testing period to gather enough data to then
begin optimising.
TIP! Check out this Affiliate Case Study: 40% ROI with
localised dating offer using Video Slider.
TIP! Download our Ultimate Guide to Video
Advertising for more optimisation and creative insights.
TIP! Use display formats as well as video ads to promote
the same offer to reinforce your offer. Between 40-60% of
conversions come from browser type-ins shortly after users
have seen a product’s video. If you use VAST advertising for
your video campaigns you can use Custom Attribution data
to evaluate the effectiveness of how the ad formats work
together to convert the offer. You can also use Pixel tracking
on your landing page, this allows for a conversion to be
tracked even if the user hasn’t actually clicked on the video ad.

Push Notifications - Opted-in high quality traffic

Target high quality end users who have opted-in to receiving
Push Notification ads from a publishers website. This format
offers high visibility because the Push Notification subscriber
receives a notification on their screen (desktop: when he goes
online, mobile: delivered even if the user is not browsing the
internet.) Bidding is CPM and CPC.
There are 2 sizes of Push Notifications available, your creative
should be:
• SFW Image: JPEG, PNG or GIF 192x192px or the larger
720x480px
• SFW title. Maximum of 30 characters

The larger sized format allows
you to display a larger creative
for a more compelling offer,
making it more appealing to
the end user and generating
a much higher CTR. Here is an
example of how the format
looks to end users on mobile:

Desktop

Mobile

0.47%

0.84%

Tip! Use Emojis in both the title and description of your
ad creative. Our Business Intelligence stats show that using
an emoji in the title increases CTR by 7% and an emoji in the
description increases CTR by 13%, compared to the CTRs
when no emoji is used. Read our blog post 7 emoji tips for
push notification campaigns for inspiration.
Tip! Target Carriers and IP Ranges to enable carrier
billing integration for end users to easily purchase your offer.

• SFW description: Maximum of 40 characters
• Please note: different browsers have different character limits.
• NSFW LPs are allowed

Tip! Dynamic tokens, as with Native ads, now you
can use dynamic tokens for Push Notifications in titles and
descriptions. Read the tutorial here.

Get creative to seduce your audience
Your marketing material is the key to seducing your audience
into entering your sales funnel, firstly with the ad format(s) and
creatives you choose followed by your pre lander/landing page.

Dating offers convert better with a 1 page
prelander, be careful with prelanders with 5-6
pages of surveys as some users don’t like to
complete a second survey after they have already
taken a survey previously from one of our sites.
- Tatyana from

Here are some expert tips from ExoClick’s advertising account
managers to help you get creative with the way you think
about your ad creatives and landing pages.
Lee, “Speak the right language: Your creative ad
copy needs to speak the same language as your
audience otherwise they will not be responsive to
click . For example if you are targeting an older
aged niche your marketing copy might say “Meet
a soulmate now!” For a younger age group you would
say, “Hook up and hang out now!”

Tatiana, “Different types of dating offers need a different
marketing message: for Adult and Casual dating test out
being direct such as “Wanna meet now?” with more flirtatious
messaging, like, “Take a guess at what I am really good at…” and
see which brings more clicks. For Mainstream dating
it’s more than a quick fling, it’s about having fun,
doing activities together on dates, getting to know
someone for romance and/or friendship, giving
you lots of different marketing angles to get end
users interested in the dating offer.”
Alexandra, “Get real with visuals: Don’t use stock
images, everyone has seen them before, instead
make your marketing material look like real life
selfies, test with creatives using Snapchat/TikTok
style filters, you don’t need professional marketing
material, try to make it as real as possible. The best
converting creatives are with good looking, attractive but real
looking people. Don’t mislead your users by showing a supermodel
of 20 years old in your creative, keeping it real allows the end user
to think they can go on a date with her/him and not think that the
profiles will be out of their league.”
Jorge, “Big brand versus unknown brand: Is it
a popular dating site with a well known brand?
This kind of offer is easier to promote as it will
already have visibility with the audience so make
sure you include the brand name/logo in your marketing

materials. If you are promoting a little known dating brand you
will need to spark curiosity in your visual and marketing copy, for
example, the end user will want to know what makes this dating site
different to everything else on the market, you need to make them
aware of the products USPs and why they need/should join it.”
Roberto, “Be culturally relevant: If you are targeting
different GEOs you need to bear in mind any cultural
preferences both in your visuals and marketing
copy. Targeting France will be completely different
to targeting Morocco. If you are showing dating
profiles in your marketing materials make sure the profile
images are based on local cultural preferences. Do some research on
cultural dating etiquette for each GEO and always use texts written or
translated by a national of the country you are targeting.”
Andreas, “Offer more than just a date: Offer a whole
experience, for example, some people are shy about
going on a date, what will they talk about? What will
they wear? Offer tips in your marketing materials so
they get the support they need for successful dating.
For example, your landing page could feature tutorials
e.g. 5 tips for a successful first date, 5 things not to do on a first date,
How to make a good first impression, Best topics to talk about on
a date, etc. Make sure that your ad creatives capture the end users
attention with a good clickbaity image related to the tip title. This kind
of marketing works very well for Native and Video advertising.”.

Campaign Optimisation
As well as ExoClick’s large range of targeting options, we also
offer three automation tools that work like assistants helping
you to reach your KPIs.

To demonstrate how you can use these automation features
we will use a case study for a dating offer, the goal here
was to generate CPL with a single opt in sign up, which is
common with Dating offers. Therefore the strategy was to
use the automation tools to quickly begin generating a profit.
Campaign period: 9 Feb-10 March 2021 (4 weeks)
Ad Network: ExoClick
Ad format: Native
GEO: Spain
Payout: $2.60 per conversion

Tool #1 - The Bidder allows you to automate the
optimisation of your campaigns by adjusting your bids by ad
zone and blocking non-converting ad zones. It works like a
smart assistant and has 2 functions:
• Automatic bidding: Lets you automatically adjust (up/down)
your CPM/CPC bids according to your target CPAs. The Bidder
will also automatically blacklist ad zones that haven’t converted
when your maximum test budget is reached.
• Rules: Allows even further campaign optimisation by letting
you create your own rules to block ad zones based on the
rules you set for CTR, Click, Conversion or ROI. You can add as
many rules as you like to fine tune the algorithm.
Below you can see the Bidder set up we used:

This is a very conservative setup that guarantees that the
campaign is unlikely to make a loss. The real CPA (what the
payout is for each conversion) is used as the ‘maximum test
budget’ at $2.50. This Bidder setup ensures that any source
that doesn’t get a conversion at that maximum budget will be
automatically blocked. The Target CPA is set below the real
CPA at $2.00, so the bids will be adjusted to that target price
over time. This way we will not see any losses.
By adding the additional Rule, we have set a simple condition
that will cut any traffic source if the eCPA is higher than our
desired value at an extra 10 cents at $2.60 . This setup will
then allow us to build up a good whitelist for the campaign
without any losses. Then by targeting our whitelist we will
have a profitable campaign.

Tool #2 - Automatic Variations Optimisation gives you 3
options to control the traffic sent to your variant ad creatives:

In our case study we used 3 different variations for our
Native creatives. We selected the Automatic on conversion
option. Also notice how we used the {city} dynamic token in
the title text to localise the dating offer to each user:

Automatic CTR: Send traffic to
the variation with the best CTR

Even: Spreads the traffic
evenly between the variations

The 2nd variation was getting most of the conversions, so
the algorithm sent 80% of the traffic to this image,we paused
the 3rd variation due to high eCPA.
Here you can see the results from the algorithm working:

Automatic on conversion:
Send traffic to the variation
performing best according to
your optimisation goal

Tool #3 - Automatic Optimisation landing page algorithm
lets you automate the testing out of your landing pages using
our algorithms.
There are three algorithms to choose from:
Even: Traffic is spread out evenly between
different landing pages, so if you use 4
different landing pages, 25% will be sent to each page
Fixed: Enables you to define the exact
percentage of traffic each landing page will
receive, for example, landing page A 10%, landing
page B 15%, landing page C 35% and landing page D 40%
Automatic optimisation: Based on the multiarmed bandit algorithm, optimises traffic
distribution based on conversion tracking
results. So the landing page that is performing the best
will automatically receive the most of the traffic, while
continuously testing against existing landing pages and
any new page that is introduced

For this case study we had 3 different landing pages:
Landing page 1 - was a pre-lander that was a 3 question survey.
Landing page 2 - featured an article on how to make a good
impression on your first date and a CTA at the bottom of the page.
Landing page 3 - went directly to the sign up page for the offer.

Our strategy was to use the Automatic Optimisation
algorithm to drive the traffic to the most converting
landing page. In this case, the majority of the traffic went to
“Prelander 2” because it was achieving the lowest eCPA at
$2.64 EUR. This is also to be expected because the campaign
used the Native ad format which converts better when the
landing page is more of an editorial style.”

Now let’s look at the results after 4 weeks with all of the
automation features working:
Our average CTR was 0.26% and out of 17million impressions
we got 44.6k clicks. The goal (G4) we set for the Bidder
reduced our average bid cost down to $1.88 per conversion,
meaning we made 72 cents profit per conversion. Here are
the final stats:
Investment: $896.84
Total income: $1,195
Payout: $2.60 per conversion
Conversions: 478 conversions
Net profit: $298.16
ROI: 33.25%

For more information
contact your account manager
or a Client Care Specialist here

